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Proj.1:  MARBLE PERFORMANCE - Modeling Surfaces

FINAL SCHEDULE / DEADLINES / DELIVERABLES

DUE Friday Jan. 29, 1:30pm
FINAL MODEL: well crafted, high-performance, fully functioning, well structured 

paper model.   No tape.  Careful, minimal use of glue.  Well thought out strategy
about use of printed lines (avoid dividing the surface into excessive components!)

DRAWINGS: all three 10"x16" drawings, “well-progressed” and printed 

EXHIBIT SPACE: organize the exhibit space, group projects by studio (A1, A2, etc...) 
Put models on your old wood bases, and hang the three drawings behind it. 
Collaborate.  Be DONE by 1:30pm... 

DUE Sunday Jan. 31, 5:00pm
FINAL DRAWINGS: Create a single PDF, with each drawing on a separate page. 

- Be sure drawings are “flattened” and the file-size is <3Mb... but be sure it prints
CLEARLY, crisply  
- Filename should be: 48105_S16_lastname_firstinitial_MarbleMover
- Upload file to \\archpcserver\Studios\S16_48-105\01 Proj1 Marble Mover

DUE Monday Feb. 1, 1:30pm
VIDEOS: film TWO videos: 1) the paper structure with the marble performance;  and

2) the “experience” of flying through your Modelo model, using the variable speed
slider to enhance effects. 
- Work together as a group to organize and streamline the filming of paper
models. Shoot with good lighting, against a black background. Work together
- Capture sound if possible. 
- Agree on a file type for all videos: we recommend the .MOV file
- Upload both to \\archpcserver\Studios\S16_48-105\02 Marble Mover Videos

GHOST BLOG: finish composing your blog to explain the entire design process, from
first assignment and inspiration, to final model and drawings. 
- be sure to update the thumbnail, and to REDUCE the image file size to <500Kb
- avoid upload too many large GIF files... link to Youtube or Pinterest...
**  ERASE all the different TAGS from the many assignments, and replace with

one tag per project:: #48105_p1

PINTEREST: Be sure all images from Proj.1 are uploaded to your Pinterest site

DUE BEFORE Wednesday Feb. 3, 1:30
GROUP VIDEO:  work together as a group to COMPILE the 120 videos (60 paper

models + 60 Modelo models) into a single video, upload to YouTube or Vimeo,
and share the link with the entire class.  See, for example, 
S15: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XW611Mmn5Lc 
S14: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERTioihf6fM 

 


